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Biography
ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCATE

MELISSA TAN is passionate Eco-Warrior, advocates for Sustainable Living and
#zerowaste habits for everyone. She forms part of The Green Guerrilla; a green
collective in Malaysia that celebrates and shares sustainable ways of living. She
worked with Greenpeace for the Rainbow Warrior Ship’s Southeast Asia tour,
and is a long-standing volunteer with PAWS Animal Welfare Society. She writes
about zero waste living and other areas of sustainability on her website,
heymelissatan.com.
She made her debut in the entertainment industry participating on Asia’s Next Top
Model Cycle 3. Since then, she has been featured in commercials magazines, and
catwalks Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia. She hosts various programs from
sports to tech and was most recently on The Apartment S2.
 

https://heymelissatan.com/


 Zero-Waste Sustainability Talks
Melissa's Zero-Waste discovers the answer to the question: Can we live
without creating waste? Learn to live with close-to-zero waste. Filled with
life hacks and a fresh look at the daily choices we make. Determine all the
ways that trash can creep into our lives, and how to get around it. 
 
Some of Melissa's Topics:
 
Forum on Single Use Plastics - World Environment Day-GreenPeace
Rainbow Warrior
Zero Waste Living - Common Ground, TTDI 

Zero Waste Living - Teach For Malaysia

Zero Waste Wardrobe - Sampah Menyampah Earth Friends Weekend
Botanical Cooking -1Utama
Zero Waste Wardrobe -  The Conscious Market

Zero Waste Wardrobe - Pasarbellas Market Preloved Community Market 

Climate Change And You: Zero Waste Living - Penang Climate Action Week

https://heymelissatan.com/


Melissa works with numerous organisations and facilitates
corporate sustainability programs that promote waste
reducing in the workplace. She conducts workshops, talks
and also creates  customised programs and campaigns to
suit different needs. 

Working Together

Greenpeace - Rainbow Warrior Asia Tour - Ship Host

Clothes Swap - Event Organiser

The Conscious Market - Producer

The Social Group - We’re Endangered Too - Ambassador 

CIMB: The Music Run - Sustainability Ambassador

Zero Waste Malaysia -Speaker on Speaker Team 

UN Environment / MESTECC  - Consulting Stakeholder

The Green Guerrilla - Founding Member

 



Melissa has collaborated with many brands assisting them with carrying on a message of zero-
waste and other sustainable initiatives. She continues to work with brands who share the same

values as she does on finding ways to make that change, one step at a time.

Brand Collaboration



Entertainment

Host Model Emcee

As someone who has immersed herself in various aspects of the entertainment industry, Melissa has had the privilege of
growing her roots in entertainment over the past 4 years. Her growing resume in acting includes two VIU projects, Devoted
and The Bridge last year alone. Her experience in hosting and producing with Tech360, a regional online platform featuring
Tech around the world develops her breadth of knowledge behind the scenes. Modelling on catwalks in Jakarta, Kuala
Lumpur and Singapore showcases the versatility of her look. Her emcee list includes lifestyle brands like Kiehls, Volvo and
Petronas while corporate brands like tapping into Melissa's takeaways equipped from her finance background at KPMG.

Actor



Media Coverage
Cleo Malaysia, Marie Claire, Nuyou, The Star, theSun,
Malaysia Tatler, Haper's Bazaar, Female, Men's Uno
The Malaysian's Women Weekly, FHM Indonesia, BFM 



49K followers

1.7k likes

heymelissatan.com

Social Media

https://www.instagram.com/melissatanlh/
https://www.facebook.com/heymelissatan/
https://heymelissatan.com/
https://heymelissatan.com/


MELISSA'S MANAGEMENT

Rozella  . +60 13 850 2239 
rozella@suppagood.com

MAILING ADDRESS

47-0-1, Jalan Permai, Kristal
Court, Taman Seputeh, 50460
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Let's Talk



ABOUT SUPPAGOOD TALENT
We represent an exclusive roster of women from diverse backgrounds. Led by a
team of equally passionate women, SUPPAGOOD TALENT is a boutique talent
management agency based in Malaysia that focuses on branding personalities
authentially, organically with infinite possibilities. 
 
We cultivate the authenticity of each personality and allow their strengths to
permeate within their own eco-systems. We groom thought leaders and find
ways to connect their brands with their audience through each thought, each
intention and each action. 
 
Unlike any agency that exists, we are heart centred with integrity,
professionalism, and transparency at the foundation of our belief system.

PART OF THE SUPPAGOOD COLLECTIVE: SUPPAGOOD PR | BRANDING | SUPPARETREAT


